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HECKE MODULAR FORMS

AND THE KAC-PETERSON IDENTITIES

BY

GEORGE E. ANDREWS1

Abstract. The identity of certain Hecke modular forms with well-known infinite

products is derived in an elementary manner. New identities and applications are

discussed.

1. Introduction. Hecke appears to have been the first to consider extensively theta

series related to indefinite quadratic forms [5]. Namely, Hecke considered series of

the form

(l   I) V        /±j\/(".'«)„e(n,m)+L(n,m))

(«, m)eD

where Q is an indefinite quadratic form, L is a linear form and D is a subset of the

integer points in the plane for which Q(n, m) > 0. Hecke was primarily interested in

utilizing the algebraic number theory of quadratic fields to establish that many such

series included by (1.1) are in fact modular forms. For example, Hecke showed that

[5, Equation (7), p. 425]

00 00

(1.2) IIO  -<7")2= 1 (-l)" + "Y«2-3mV2 + (« + m)/2_

n~\                             m, n— — oo

D. Bressoud has pointed out to me that L. J. Rogers [8, p. 323] also found (1.2);

however, Rogers did not make a detailed study of such results.

Subsequently, Kac and Peterson [7], motivated by the deep and extensive affine

Lie algebra machinery developed by Kac [6], showed that numerous results similar

to (1.2) and including (1.2) may be proved by examining certain modular functions

called string functions which arise in the analysis of the character of a highest weight

representation of an affine Lie algebra. For example, Kac and Peterson show that [7,

final equation]

00 00

(1.3) II (1- ?")(1- q2n)=      2      (-l)Y"2-8m2)/2+"/2.
o—l m, n= — oo

n3=3|m|
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In reality, the results (1.2) and (1.3) are immensely elegant identities for certain

functions that are quite familiar in the classical theory of elliptic theta functions and

^-series [9, Chapter 3; 1].

The object of this paper is to show that results such as (1.2) and (1.3) may be

directly deduced from the classical theory of g-series [9, Chapter 3; 1]. Indeed all

such results appear to be corollaries of the following two elementary lemmas

concerning the classical theta functions.

Lemma 1. For 1 <\z\<\qf\\q\< 1,

(1-4)     5--11"*"*-, -,x=      1      (-l)'+V*<r,-*,)/2+(,+")/2.
«=1   (1  -*?)(!  -Z     9        )        N.r=-X

r>\N\

Lemma 2. Viewed as a function of z in the annulus 1 <|z|<|^p' (with \q\< 1 and

A, B, Cpositive integers),

oc     (1  _ qn)2{l  _ qBn){x  _ z,gfi(„-„ + C)(l   _ Z-V„- C)

['' „=, (\ - zq»)(l - z-Y-')

has as its constant term (i.e. the coefficient of z° in the Laurent series expansion of

(1.5) in the annulus 1 <|2|<|^|_1)

00

(1_6) V t_\y + ̂  + \Yi    «B-A2)j2 + r2)/2 + {(B + A-2C)j + r)/2^

j. r— — oc

r»A\j\

We shall prove these lemmas in §2. In §3 we illustrate how to use Lemma 2 to

derive (1.2), (1.3) and presumably all similar results.

2. The two lemmas. We begin by proving Lemma 1. The classical partial fractions

decomposition of the left side of (1.4) [10, p. 136] is

(2.1)

fj {\-q"f _  S   (-l)V2+f>/2 5   {-\)rq^+^
„n, (i - zq"){\ - z-y-]) r=o  i - *-y    zi.   ! - ^

Hence for 1 <|z|<|g|'~',

n 7^-L     -,,,-n- 2 (-DY'2+'>/2 2 ;-v-v
„=,   (1  -Z?")(l  -2    V    ')        ,=0 /V = 0

+1 (-i)vr2+r)/z i zv(r+,)
/• = () V     1

-    V   Z-N      y      /_ j\r+^+'    (r2-W2)/2-(r + /V)/2

/V = 0 r=AT+l

+    ^   ZN      y       t-\y+N+]qlr2~N1)/2-lr-N)/2

N=\       r=N+\
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0 oo

=        V       ZN       y       /       \\r+N+]q (r1-N1)/2-{r-N)/2

N=-oo        r=\N\+\

00 00

+    2   zN      2       (-\y+N+^ q^2-N2)/2-(r-N)/2

N=\        r = \N\+\

oc

= 2 {-\Y+N+XZN   {r2-N2)/2-(r-N)/2

N. r— — oo
r>\N\

cc

—       2      (~ l)r+NzNq(r2~N2)/2+(r+N)/2.

N, r= — oo

Thus Lemma 1 is established.    D

Lemma 2 is an almost immediate corollary of Lemma 1. First we note that

(2.2)
CC 00

2 (-i)jzYii+o= n (i -?B")o -zv<"-»+c)(i -z-V"c),
/ = — oo 'i=l

by Jacobi's triple product identity [2, Theorem 2.8, p. 21] (where ({) = j(j - l)/2

and z ^ 0, | <71 < 1). The quantity in (1.5) is the product of the right side of (2.2) and

the left side of (1.4). Hence the desired constant term is the coefficient of z° in

oc oc

y      (_ iyzAjB({)+Cj V /_ \\r+Nz"q(r2-N2)/2 + (r+N)/2_

j— — oo N.r— — oc

One now obtains all contributions to z° by deleting every term in the sum over N

except N = —Aj. The resulting expression is precisely the one given in (1.6).    □

3. The identities. Let us begin with (1.2). From Lemma 2 (with B = 1, A = 2,

C = 1) we see that the right side of (1.2) is the constant term in

(3 n fj (i-g")3(i-zy-)(i-z-y-1)
„=> (l-zq")(l-z-Y-1)

Now by the quintuple product identity [1, Theorem 3.9, p. 466; 9, Equation (7.4.7),

p. 205], we know that the Laurent series expansion of the expression in (3.1) is

00 00

(3.2) IIO-<7")2   2   (-l)"^"'<3'"-"/2z-3m(l -r-z-y).
n — 1 m = — oo

Thus the constant term in (3.1) is Il„si(l — q")2 and by Lemma 2 we have

established (1.2).    □

The Kac-Peterson result (1.3) is somewhat more cumbersome but conceptually

just as straightforward as (1.2). To make our argument simpler we prove an auxiliary

result.
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Lemma 3. For z, a, B all nonzero and\q\ < 1,

00

(3.3) I! {\ - zaq")(\ - zBqn)(\ - z-xa-'q"-'){\ - z-]fi-]q"-')
n= \

00

= A0(a,B,q)    2    qN2 + NaNBNz2"
N= — oo

-A,{a,B,q)    f    ^V/lV""1,
/V=-oo

(3.4) A0{a,B,q) = BAx{aq-\B,q)
00

=  II (1 + <?")(! - ?T'0 + «y8   '^2"   ')(1 + Ba-'q2"~')-
n=\

Proof. To streamline notation we introduce the standard terminology of basic

hypergeometric series [9, p. 89]:

(3.5) (A;q)N = (A)N=(\-A)(\-Aq)---{\-AqN-'),    and

(A)x =  lim (A)N.

Thus the left side of (3.3) is, by Jacobi's triple product identity [2, Theorem 2.8, p.

21],

—V     2    (-l)VaVr)    2     {-\)mzmB"'qrV)

i 00 00

= _!_     ^     (-lj'V^V    2    a"B-"q"^"N
(q)oa  <V=-oo «=-oo

(wherein w has been replaced by N — n)

= _L_|   |   z2Nqe»V)-N2p2N |  a„p-nq(n-N)2

\q)x   l/V=—oo «=-oo

00 00 ]

_       y       z2N-\   ri)-N2 + Nn2N-\      y      aiio-n   (n-N)2 + n-N\

V     -oc n= — oc J

i      r    oo oc

= —— \     2    z2NqN2+NaNBN    2    «"rV2
WJoo   l/V=-oo n=-oo

oo oo 1

2  z2"-y2cxnbnb-[  2 «"/8-v2+4.
Af= — oc n= - oc J
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Hence Lemma 3 is established once we show that

I oc

(3.6) A0(a,B,q) = BA](aq-],B,q)=—-     2    aW-
(q)oo n=-oo

The identity of the expression in (3.6) with that in (3.4) follows immediately from

Jacobi's triple product identity [2, Theorem 2.8, p. 21]. Hence Lemma 3 is estab-

lished.    □

We now turn to identity (1.3). By Lemma 2 (with A = 3, B — 1, C = 2) we see

that the right side of (1.3) is the constant term in

~ (i - q»)\\ - zv+i)(i - ,-y-*) _ (g)L(zyUz-y)x

„=.       (i-^")0-*"V_I) C^U'-')-
_ (a)i(zV; ^).(:V; g')x{zY; ̂ U^y';g3 U-^; </3L(-^V </3)

= U)3,{(*V; g3)ocW .-^Jz-3,; ?3)(z-3, -; g3)J (ZV: ^/l^ g3)« I
[ (^)oc('       )oc J

= («)3„{(*V; «3).(*V; i')^-3r, *3).(*-V'; <?3)x}

X {(zW<?)oc(z<,yoc(z-|w)oc(z-'co2)00}    (where c = e2"'/3)

= («)3«U(«~'-*«3)    1    (-1)V2+3V»
I ,V=-x

-*(«-'. ».«3) 2  (-i)V^6^3]
N=-oo J

{OC OG \

4,(».«2.«)    2    (-1)V!+^-^,(m!,«)    2    (-l)VV"-'   .
/v=-oo yv=-oo J

Now the constant term in this last expression is clearly

f M

(3.7) (?)3M ^(r1,?,?3)^"."2.?)    2    ^^
I N=-oa

oo "I

+i41(«-\«,«3)i*,(«.«2,«)  2  f™1-™^.
N=-oa J

Furthermore, from (3.4), we see that

(3.8) A0{O, W2, «?) = (~q2; q2U-q>; a*) J (,)„.

(3.9) A0(q-\ q,q>) = (-,«; ««)„(-«; ?1/ (93; ,»).,

(3.10) ^,(W,W2,?)=-(-^;?2)00(-^;^)00/(9)00,

and

(3.ii)       ii,(«-,,«,«3) = «-I(-«3;«6U-«2;«a)«/(«3;93)aB.
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Consequently, the expression given by (3.7) is precisely

(3.12)    (qt\{~q)~{~f\qPx     2    q]2N2

.--I yq)x(~q   > ?   jot        y \2N2+\2N + 4{

(q)x{q3;q3)x   N=-aa J

_ (q)lo(-q)x{-qi;qy)x   £   ,   nw 3/v2

(<7   ;?   )oc .V=-oo

= (^(-tfL = (<?U<72; <72L = 5 (i - </")(! - </2")

(by [2, Equation (2.2.12), p. 23]),

the desired left side of (1.3).    □

As a final example of the efficacy of our approach we establish that

y   (_i)r+y('2+,)-/(i5./+i)/2

(3-13)       ^ M

= n (i - ?")(i - <7,5")o - ^i5n'6)(i - q]5"-9).
n=\

From Lemma 2 (with B = 1, ̂  = 4, C = 3) we see that the left side of (3.13) is

the constant term in

(3.14)

fj (i-<?")3n-zy+3)(i-z-y-2)
O-z^Ki-z-y-1)

_, „,     f (g)oo(^V)oo(^V2)oo 1   f (gU^U*'2), 1 , -2   -,X
"W"l    (iVUrV).    Jl    (^)oc(^'L     J(   '

= (?)00(-z-V){  2  (-i)y*-^z-ta'(' + ^VH))
I m — — oc J

x{ 2 (-i)y(3"_,)/2z-3"(i + z-y)|
L « = — 00 J

(by the identity of (3.1) with (3.2)).

Now the constant term in this last expression arises only when n = — 2m — 1 and

then only from the second term in the first sum multiplied by the second term in the

second sum. Consequently, the desired constant term is

00

(-*"')(?)»      2       (-l)'"q^'"-^/2^]f'»+^qO(2m+l)2-(2m+^/2

m= — oo

= (q)x    2    (-l)V(,5m+3)/2,
m— —oc
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and this last expression is immediately identified with the right side of (3.13) by

Jacobi's triple product identity [2, Theorem 2.8, p. 21].

Obviously, these techniques may be applied extensively. One merely chooses A, B

and C in Lemma 2 and then appropriately factorizes the infinite product into theta

series; the constant term is then read off to provide the desired identity.

Further quite straightforward examples are:

OO 00

(3.15) 2(-l)r(2>"+l)<7r(r+,,/2= II 0-<7")3       (A = B = C=\);
r=0 n=\

(3.16)
CO 00

2     (-irV^-^ IK!-*")(!-«2")       (A = B = C = 2);
j, r— —oo «= 1

r=*2|y|

oc

(3.i7)     2  (-i)y^^2
/', r— — oo

'  r>3\j\

fj _(1 -<?")(! -<?3")_
„=, (1 - <?,2"-2)(l - ^12"-3)(1 - <712"-9)(1 - q'2"-w)

(3.i8)    1 (-ir+Y"V6'2
/, r = — oo

r>4|7|

= „n, (1+V) U = ̂ C = 4).

Of these last four results we note that (3.16) is a famous formula of Jacobi [4,

Theorem 357, p. 285]. The identities in (3.17)—(3.19) arise naturally in the theory of

generalized Frobenius partitions [3]. Indeed identities (3.17)—(3.19) provide very

efficient computational algorithms for generalized Frobenius partition functions.

4. Conclusion. The referee pointed out a number of important facts about the

results in §3. In particular, he asked whether (3.13) could be established by the

methods of this paper. He also provided a beautiful proof of the equivalence of (1.3)

and (3.16), namely:

Put Dx = {{\, x) + Z2, and for (u, v)ED0U Z>„ put e(u, v) = (-1)"-2"-'/2,

Q(u, v) = ^(u2 - 8u2-i). Put F= {(«,») ER2\u>4v> -«}, F = {(«, o) G

R2\u>3v> -«}, R = {(«,«) GR2|«>81/2|t;|}. Put T(u,v) = (3u + 8t>, « +

3u). The following easily-checked assertions imply the equivalence of (1.3) and

(3.16):

(1) T interchanges the disjoint sets DQ and Z), and leaves e and Q invariant.

(2) F(resp. F') is a fundamental domain for r(resp. T2) on R.
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(3) The right-hand side of (1.3) can be written as 2yeD nre(y)qQ^y).

(4) The left-hand side of (3.16) can be written as 2Ye(0 UD )nFe(Y)<7e<Y)-

Since (3.16) follows trivially from Lemma 2, the above yields a much more elegant

proof of (1.3) than that given in §3. However, the method that we used to prove (1.3)

is a perfect prototype of how our techniques work. Indeed everything leading up to

(3.12) is quite routine in any example. In this instance great simplification occurs

thereafter. If it had not (as in the cases A = B — C > 4), then we would have to be

content with the representation of our series as a sum of several modular forms.
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